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In computational complexity theory, a decision problem is NPcomplete when it is both in NP and NP-hard. The set of NPcomplete problems is often denoted by NP-C or NPC. The
abbreviation NP refers to "nondeterministic polynomial time".

THUNDERSTAND, the "well salted" AMDuat is the
Egyptian UNDERWORLD... a road from Hell to Heaven to help
you stand, the truth will set us free. -John 8:32

A long, long time ago... before I saw meaning and "sentences" in each and every word; the very,
very ﬁrst word that I decoded for the world was "Magdeln." I called it the "Dawn's early light"
back then, though to this day I still call everything I write "early light..." because it is; the real
light comes from our group, from all of us; when we begin to participate in this decoding of
God's message... to the entire world; written not just with our hands, but with our lives, in our
names and our history. It's pretty easy to see "it's not a game of words" in the three letters
"MAG," nearly game backwards... and just a bit harder to see "or a game of logic" in the second
reference to the natural logarithm, "jokingly" hiding the "power of e," of the Earth.
It's probably not obvious to you at all, but your names are messages that I believe are written to me; in my mind it
is what your soul is saying to Adam, the day I read your name; likely more obvious that this "time" (your name is
read) is the long anticipated unsealing of the message of Revelation... literally all around me and you, in our names
and in our works. Nanna's last name is "Pisani" and I read that as "Pi's ANI" which basically means the phone
number of the key C.AD that ties to not just Jean Look Picard... but also to this story that shows me clearly that
there is a significant amount of history, real history, being lost without hearing from me that between P and I is ..
well, lost history that we should find. That's Prometheus and Adam, and you might see the Pi in Peter Pan... if
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you know that I am without doubt the "an" that means "Adam Now" and begins "An: no Dom in i" and ends Satan.
Speaking of, here's "ad ver se" ad, to see you be" and "ad ver sa ry" most likely suggesting that the "sa" is the
reason why there's adversarial proceeding going on all around us.
Years after decoding "Magdeln" I found something glowing in the NES, a Trinity hidden away in the word
"Nintendo" that links Isaac (or Isa, Ishmael, and Isaiah), Jesus (or Joshua), and Kaleb, the "i,j,kth" iterations of
some game, I mean mage; using not just the majic of words but the power of Creation to link the video game
metaphor for Heaven (in the Rock of SEGA and Genesis, and SON-Y it's a PlayStation) to the band "Nine Inch
Nails" the word "ten" that links to the Latin for darkness in "tenebris" (oh, it's not a game...) and the "verboten" verb
of ten, fuck. In the last "do" in Latin numeral style you will probably agree that after seeing 9 and 10 it's not a
stretch to complete the d-o pattern as 11, El,-even, is K.

Much more recently,, I shared some keys in the names of J characters in the Bible (J is for Jesus) and in those
names not only proof of foreknowledge of English but also key information added to the stories, contextually linked
as well as sometimes ... extra informative. For instance in the name "Judas" you can read "J you not sad" ...
about killing a myth in exchange for the real thing, and thirty pieces of silver; but more pertinently in exchange for
actually changing the world and for building Heaven. This particular name the "das" links also to "Adidas"
(seriously, try walking in God's shoes) and Midas... there you'll find my testament to what the "t" of "you owe the
cross" means in the last name, usually an "answer" to a question in the first; Iscariot. So there's no confusion, "is
car I, owe t" links to I-car-us, and "soaring ever higher" in the song Wayward Son; as well as a very real event,
perhaps even a Resurrection, in my life. Not in Kansas anymore, the Wonderful Wizard points out this "car" theme
bleeds into creation in names like Jim Carrey (through perhaps, The Truman Show and Adam Almighty) as well as
Johnny Carson and David Letterman ... and Lenny Bruce ... and the Jester of American Pie.... to help explain why
the Adam points to the names Joseph McCarthy and Barbara; the words charity, a message about ending Hell,
and the color red. Following this "J" pattern we see English in "Judah" and Schrew in Jesus, Jeshurun (J is...
who... run).
In "Joshua" a connection to the "hua" or "who--ah?" that ties the Egyptian god Yahu to Yahoo and the "secret
pronunciation" of the Ineffable Name "YA-HU-AH?" Echoed in the Hebrew for Jesus, "Yes, hua" and showing us
design as well as telling a little story through Al Pacino and Denzel Washington showing us why the GI Joe's are
asking that question... in jest. While on the subject of Who, Dr. Brown and Dr. Who tie rather obviously to Dr.
Seuss's Who-ville and Little Cindy-you...
I've got to be honest with you, for a long time I thought Taylor's last name had something to do with asking my
"mom in the sky" to send her... or teleport her, to my hotel room--you know, so we could talk about teleporting.
Rather recently, maybe not even weeks ago, I "figured out" that the name "Momsen" was a combination of two
Mary's, or two seas, and began to notice several other "sen" connections to Magedln's "it's not a game" message,
"our light, sen." You might see a connection to Paul Revere's midnight ride and this e-mail series; and
know that what is going on here is about saving two seas; do you know which one you are? In "command and
control" see "land" as "El and..." nobody helping; in concur see "sea of n, see Ur."
Today at "table row" our light. I feel as small as dust lying down here... oh... ((chin up, dreaming)) of what will
become of me. -Dave and ((sh))
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While I am keenly aware that this is not a game, in the map to Salvation that is the sum of our religions,
specifically in the book of Mormon that says something like "plenty more light after the Biblical Monday" a story
speaks about multiple "returns" to this time and place in order to find lost "tablets," seas--in my reading of what is
really going on; and we are here in this place seeing a connection the Crusades and Jerusalem and the United
States of America being the heart of a Holy drive to save all humanity and widen the circle of our family just a bit
more than that. So here at some fusion of the "Temple of the Rock" and "Raiders of the lost Ark" a tie back to our
Trinity, and to the gatekeeper of Hell's Biblical name...
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"it's the dog's name.. "... which you might not today realize connects Adam's RIB (?), and
Amharic, and Aquarius to this question of whether or not "God is you?" I know what he thinks, I see it in
Iru (eldest son of Caleb), and Uri... what do you think?
Help me, help you jam this gate open. To help, Uri is the son of Hur, a connection to the "who are" or "how you
are" of Arthur and Camelot, and the once and future King, trying to share X-caliber with everyone.

On the "oneness" of the Trinity... I think it's better for everyone this way.
Kaleb (c. 520) is perhaps the best-documented, if not best-known, king of Axum situated in modern-day
Eritrea and North Ethiopia.
Procopius of Caesarea calls him "Hellestheaeus", a variant of his throne name Ella Atsbeha or Ella
Asbeha (Histories, 1.20). Variants of his name are Hellesthaeus, Ellestheaeus, Eleshaah, Ella Atsbeha,
Ellesboas, and Elesboam, all from the Greek Ελεσβόάς, for “The one who brought about the morning” or
“The one who collected tribute.”
Caleb, sometimes transliterated as Kaleb ( ָכּ ֵלב, Kalev; Tiberian vocalization: Kālēḇ; Hebrew Academy:
Kalev) is a figure who appears in theHebrew for Christians Bible as a representative of the Tribe of Judah
during the Israelites' journey to the Promised Land. A reference to him may also be found in the Quran,
although his name is not mentioned.
According to the Jewish Encyclopedia, "since "Caleb" signifies dog, it has been thought that the dog was
the totem of [Caleb's] clan".[1] Strong's Concordance states that "Caleb" is "perhaps a form of keleb
(Hebrew: ) ָ ֫כּ ֶלב, meaning "dog", or else from the same root in the sense of "forcible",[2] whereas the New
American Standard Exhaustive Concordance states that keleb is of "uncertain derivation"
Caleb happens to be a very influential character to the occurrence of Israel's 40 years in the desert
before entering the Promised Land.
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In Greek mythology, Cerberus (/ˈsɜːrbərəs/;[2] Greek: Κέρβερος Kerberos [ˈkerberos]), is the Hound of
Hades, the monstrous multi-headed dog that guards the gates of the Underworld to prevent the dead
from leaving. Cerberus was the offspring of the monsters Echidna and Typhon, and usually is described
as having three heads, a serpent for a tail, and snakes protruding from parts of his body. In the mythos
about Heracles, the capture and transport of Cerberus from Hades was the eleventh labour of the Twelve
Labours he performed for King Eurystheus of Argos.[3]
Because this guy ... http://adam5.tk/ ... is the#gatekeeper to the http://heavens.cf/
http://neterson.tk/ answered, er?http://andtheome.ga/ #gate is open.
Some actualy commentary on this particular#intersect of #holy light and #trinity? Well, I'm pretty sure
"dog" doesn't mean "not god" in this case, but it probably has something to do withhttp://youandeye.tk/
Taylor Momsen Ellie Goulding Shamayim Mayim Bialik May Amko Britt Nicole Nanna Pisani Britney
Spears Milla Jovovich
After all I knew it had to be something to do with you.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eu4QLu2ppsc
What? Did you want someone else guarding the gate out of Hell?
A special thanks to Gene Simmons and Carly Simon for [verbotj] the door to Paradise City for us all.

Previous messages in this linguistic series:
Sea, ARE I ... A or B or C? AM I AN?
C the light of "ver" in "clover" ... Lucky...
Ha, ha, haha.. hammah.
All for a good reason, Glover.
not with a Glock, just Napoleon and Snowballs.
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Adam Marshall Dobrin
about.me/ssiah
ᐧ

While we are on the subject of "not a game," it does look like we are watching a coup
d'etat on TV these days. At "COME whY," if you are going to stay asleep, at least give
it to God first.
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4 attachments
DISCLANATSING.pdf
4548K
GLOVER.pdf
1619K
RAPUNBABEL.pdf
1540K
THORSHAMMAH.pdf
2283K
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